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Abstract. The unicellular biflagellate green alga Chlamydomonas rein-
hardtii has been an important model system in biology for decades, and
in recent years it has started to attract growing attention also within
the biophysics community. Here we provide a concise review of some of
the aspects of Chlamydomonas biology and biophysics most immedi-
ately relevant to physicists that might be interested in starting to work
with this versatile microorganism.
1 Meet Chlamydomonas
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (order Volvocales, family Chlamydomonadaceae) is a uni-
cellular green alga which has emerged in the last 60 years as a premier model system
within a large variety of areas in molecular and cell biology, including structure and
function of eukaryotic flagella, biology of basal bodies/microtubule organising centres,
organelle biogenesis [1,2,3], photosynthesis [4,5], cell cycle control [6,7], cell-cell recog-
nition [8]. The complete genome has been sequenced relatively recently [9]. There are
arguably at least three main reasons leading to this development: i) Chlamydomonas
(CR) is easy to grow in the lab (see further in this section); ii) its cell cycle can
easily be entrained to the day/night cycle of the diurnal chambers where it is usually
grown, offering a very straightforward way to generate macroscopic suspensions of
cells whose progression through the cell cycle is (essentially) perfectly synchronised,
thus facilitating a lot e.g. proteomic and metabolomic research; iii) it has proven rela-
tively easy to isolate and characterise mutants, so much so that hundreds of different
mutants can be quite simply ordered from algal collections around the world (more
on this below).
All this has ushered, in the last ∼ 10 years, a new interest in CR on the biophysics
front -although “visionary pioneers” were working on it already over 20 years ago [10]-
. Physicists, mathematicians and engineers have engaged primarily with two areas:
photosynthesis and motility. These notes are intended to be a brief introduction to
some aspects of the latter. It is not intended to be exhaustive, and it will not be, but
hopefully it will provide a starting point for further reading. An excellent reference
text is “The Chlamydomonas Sourcebook” [11], a detailed 3 volumes review on the
state-of-the-art knowledge on Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. Although quite technical
at times, Vol. 1 provides a very comprehensive review of the main aspects of CR
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2Fig. 1. Schematic layout of a vegetative Chlamydomonas cell. F : flagella; E: endoplasmic
reticulum; V : vacuole; S: starch granule; C: chloroplast; M : mitochondria; P : pyrenoid; G:
Golgi apparatus; N : nucleus; Nu: nucleolus. (From [11])
biology 1. A slightly older, but very condensed review on CR can be found here [12].
Also very interesting, although not exclusively focussed on CR, is a recent review on
volvocine algae in biological fluid dynamics [13].
The species Chlamydomonas reinhardtii was first described by Dangeard in 1888,
who named it in honour of the Ukranian botanist Ludwig Reinhardt. There are cur-
rently three principal strains used for research: the Sager line; the Cambridge line;
and the Ebersold/Levine 137c line. The main wild type strains used in the literature,
21 gr, (UTEX 89, UTEX90), (CC124, CC125), come from each of these three lines
respectively. They are all supposedly descendant from a single mating pair (plus and
minus, akin to male and female) derived from the third (c) zygospore in isolate 137
collected by GM Smith in 1945 from a puddle in a potato field near Amherst, Mas-
sachussetts (CR is a soil alga!). As such, the different lines should all be the same, but
they are not. In particular, the Ebersold/Levine line is well known to contain two mu-
tations (nit1 and nit2) which prevent the cells from using nitrate as the only N-source.
This should be remembered when comparing results between different strains, which
might come from different lines and hence have slightly different “backgrounds” (the
common genetic blueprint of each line). For more informations see [11] Vol. 1, pg. 12.
Fig. 1 illustrates the basic cellular architecture in CR. The cell body is approxi-
mately a 10 µm diameter spheroid, containing all the standard eukaryotic organelles
(nucleus/nucleolus, mitochondria, rough and smooth endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi
apparatus etc.). The basal 2/3 of the cell are occupied by a single cup-shaped chloro-
plast, where light capture and photosynthesis happen. The chloroplast contains a
single pyrenoid located towards the base of the cell, where CO2 is fixed, and most
of the starch accumulates. This front-back asymmetric architecture causes the cen-
tre of mass to be displaced towards the bottom of the cell (bottom-heavy) which
induces a slight upward bias in the cells’ swimming, through a so-called gravitactic
1 Vol. 2 reviews CR biochemistry, while Vol. 3 focusses on motility and behaviour.
3torque [10,14]. Towards the cellular equator we find the eyespot, a rudimentary light-
sensitive organelle that the cell uses to perform phototaxis (motion towards/away
from light). The eyespot is composed of two main parts. One is a specialised region
of the plasma membrane containing (many copies of) channelrhodopsin, a light-gated
ion channel protein with good sensitivity in the 450 − 700 nm spectral range. The
other is the stigma, a specialised region of the chloroplast containing several stacks of
carotenoid-rich granules acting as a dielectric mirror [15]. This mirror has a dual role:
it concentrates the light on the rhodopsins when the eyespot is facing the light source;
and it screens the rhodopsins when the eyespot is facing away from the light source.
This results in a ∼ 80-fold increase in the light signal detected by the cell and hence a
more accurate motile response to light [16]. The carotenoids also give the eyespot its
characteristic bright orange-red colour. Towards the cell apex we find two contractile
vacuoles. These organelles are common in freshwater protists, including soil-dwelling
species like CR, where they regulate intracellular pressure by periodically ejecting ex-
cess water that entered the cell by osmosis [11]. In CR they swell (diastole) reaching
∼ 2µm diameter, and quickly contract (systole, ∼ 0.2 s) with a period of 10 − 15 s.
The precise mechanism leading to water ejection is unclear [17]. Close to the con-
tractile vacuoles are two basal bodies, from which the two flagella of CR originate.
Basal bodies have a cylindrical shape and are composed of 9 microtubule triplets.
They not only act as flagellar bases, but during cell division double up as centrioles.
As such they are essential organelles. The two basal bodies are directly connected by
the distal striated fibre, containing the contractile protein centrin. Additional fibres
(rhizoplast), also centrin-based, connect basal bodies to the nucleus. There is evi-
dence that centrin-based fibres can contract in vivo in response to changes of Ca2+
concentration in the cell [18]. Given the role that distal striated fibres seem to play
in flagellar coordination within a single Chlamydomonas cell [19,20] (see sec.4), it is
possible that changing their tension might have an impact on flagellar dynamics and
synchronisation. Additional sets of fibres connect the basal bodies to four microtubule
rootlets, which extend deep within the cell body and are responsible for a precise and
reproducible arrangement of cellular organelles (e.g. the correct orientation of the
eyespot relative to the flagellar plane, which is essential for phototaxis) (see also [11],
Vol. 3, Ch. 2). CR cell body is enclosed in a ∼ 200 nm-thick cell-wall composed of 7
distinct layers consisting primarily of glycoproteins, with no trace of cellulose. The
ultrastructure of the wall is well characterised, but its synthesis and assembly is not
understood as well. From each basal body a single flagellum extends outwards for
∼ 10−12µm. The flagella are motile and usually beat in a characteristic breaststroke
fashion at ∼ 50 Hz. These will be described in more detail in the next section. Vege-
tative Chlamydomonas cells are haploid (i.e. the nucleus contains the same number of
chromosomes than their gametes 2), and can reproduce indefinitely in this state. This
asexual reproduction has a cycle of approximately one day, and can be entrained to
be exactly one day if the cells are grown within a diurnal chamber set to a day/night
cycle of 24hr. This is (necessarily) a clonal reproduction, whereby the mother cell
undergoes n subsequent cell divisions during the night, producing 2n daughter cells.
These then hatch from the mother and the cycle repeats. The number of divisions
n depends on the cellular volume reached by the mother cell as it commits to cell
division (size checkpoints). In our hands we find it to be at most 3 (i.e. 8 daughter
cells). This fascinating process, including the control possibilities afforded by light,
2 CR gametes are also monoploid, i.e. they have only one homolog of each chromosome.
This is the same in humans, but not e.g. in wheat, where gametes have three homologs of each
chromosome. Remember that human somatic cells have twice the number of chromosomes
found in their gametes, i.e. they have a so-called diplontic life-cycle. Since human gametes
are monoploid, human somatic cells are diploid.
4has been studied extensively (see also [11], Vol. 1, Ch. 2). CR can also undergo sexual
reproduction, whereby a pair of cells of opposite mating types (plus and minus) fuse
together to form a temporary quadriflagellate zygote (diploid) which remains motile
for ∼ 2 hr and then forms a zygospore with a tough external wall. In this state the cell
has available proteins from each of the two original haploid cells, and thus mutations
carried by only one of these can be recovered in the zygote by the proteins of the
other. This is called dikaryon rescue, and it has been used extensively to study allelic
dominance especially in flagellar mutations (see [11], Vol. 1, Ch. 4). Upon maturation
(only a few days under lab conditions) the zygospore germinates and gives rise to
four vegetative cells by meiosis. These can be separated manually using a standard
cell biology technique called tetrad dissection, and the subsequent progeny from the
asexual reproduction of each of the four cells can be picked and cultured indepen-
dently. This is a powerful and quite straightforward technique to combine genes from
different strains.
Plus and minus cells can only mate after becoming competent for sexual repro-
duction. The process is called gametogenesis, and in the lab it can be induced easily
by moving the cells to a medium without N-sources. The cells will then generally
undergo a final round of cell division and then become gametes: they swim well and
do not grow and divide. In principle, this produces a population of cells with very
uniform properties, and in fact it has been used in several occasions in the past to
study CR motility. Gametes’ properties should remain constant for several days, but
eventually they will die unless they mate or N is added back to the medium (in which
case they revert to the vegetative state).
Culturing CR is reasonably straightforward. The cells grow easily at a temperature
of 20◦ − 24◦C and under “white” illumination of ∼ 100µE/m2s (1E = 1 mole of
photons). The medium can be completely inorganic, forcing phototrophic growth
(i.e. cells need to photosynthesise to survive) or it can have acetate as organic carbon
source. The latter is called myxotrophic growth and it is much faster (larger n on
average), but cell synchronisation is a bit poor. There is a large CR community online,
with many protocols readily available. A good place to start is “The Chlamydomonas
Resource Center” (chlamycollection.org), which contains also media recipes. Other
useful algal collections include UTEX (utex.org), SAG (uni-goettingen.de) and
CCAP (ccap.ac.uk).
2 The flagellar apparatus
The two front flagella are arguably the most evident organelles in Chlamydomonas
(see Fig. 2a). These are remarkably complex structures, composed by more than 500
different types of proteins [21]. Flagella are used not just for motility but also for
sensing (chemical and mechanical) and mating. An astounding amount of work has
poured into understanding CR flagella both at the molecular and dynamical levels,
especially after it was discovered that much has been conserved throughout evolution
and as a result several human ciliopathies can be studied successfully in CR [22].
Reviewing such an impressive body of work is well beyond the scope of these notes,
which will necessarily only scratch the surface. A lot of what’s beneath this surface
has already been discovered... but much more is yet to be understood!
Chlamydomonas flagella are slender, whip-like objects∼ 12µm long and∼ 0.25µm
thick, which exit the cell wall through specialised regions known as “flagellar collars”
(see [11] Vol. 1, Ch. 2). They are completely enclosed by the flagellar membrane, a
domain of the cell’s plasma membrane whose composition is highly regulated also by
a diffusion barrier at the flagellar base (possibly realised by two structures known
as the flagellar “necklace” and “bracelet”). This membrane domain contains, among
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 II.  FLAGELLAR STRUCTURE AND ORGANIZATION 
 A.  The axoneme 
 Early studies of fl agella at the light and electron microscopic level were lim-
ited by the resolution then achievable but revealed some details of fl agellar 
structure (Kater, 1929; Lewin and Meinhart, 1953; Gibbs et al., 1958). 
Ringo’s classic papers published in 1967 defi ned the organization of the cel-
lular microtubules and fl agellar root system, the basal bodies, and axoneme 
(Figure 4.1 ). As discussed in Chapter 2, the fl agella arise from a pair of basal 
bodies at the anterior end of the cell. Between the basal body proper and the 
fl agellar axoneme is the transition zone, whose stellate morphology is similar 
to that of other algae and also sperm cells of land plants but is not seen in 
protozoa or animal cells (see Melkonian, 1982; also Volume 3, Chapter 2). 
 Above the transition zone, the axoneme consists of a central pair and nine 
outer doublet microtubules, which are longitudinally continuous ( Figure 4.2 ). 
The central pair end above the transition zone, and only the nine doublet 
microtubules connect directly to the basal bodies. Each of these nine microtu-
bules consists of a fused pair of tubules, designated A and B, with 13 and 11 
protofi laments respectively. Radial spokes connect to all nine A tubules, and 
inner and outer dynein arms arise at regular intervals from the A tubules of 
eight of the outer doublets; the remaining outer doublet lacks outer dynein 
arms and has other specializations that distinguish it (Huang et al., 1979). 
FIGURE 4.1  Schematic representation of basal bodies and fl agella, showing cross sections of 
microtubules at ten levels from fl agellar tip to basal body. Note that the two single central microtubules 
terminate in the transitional region and are not templated by the basal body. In the transitional region, 
two of the fused triplet microtubules of the basal body become continuous with the fused doublets of 
the fl agellum, and here is situated the stellate structure characteristic of certain plant fl agella. From 
Pickett-Heaps (1975), redrawn from Ringo (1967a). 
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Fig. 2. Chl mydomonas flagellar schematics 1. ) Spatial or ani ation of basal bodies, tran-
sition region and axoneme roper. Notice the drawing of the striated fibers connecting the
basal bodies. b) Serie of sections of the flagellum at positions indicated by the numbers in
a). (a,b) from [11])
others, several types of voltage- ated and mechano-sensitive ion channels involved in
phototaxis and perception of mechanical stimuli. Approximately 16 nm outside the
flagellar membrane there is an extra “fuzzy” layer termed glycocalyx, a seemingly
compact layer of carbohydrates connected to the most abundant flagellar membrane
protein (FMG-1B). Two opposite rows of 0.9µm-long, 16 nm-thick flexible filaments
spaced 20 nm apart, protrude from the distal 2/3 of the flagellum. These so-called
mastigonemes are exclusively found on the flagella of protists, where they are thought
to increase hydrodynamic drag. It is not clear whether mastigonemes are anchored
just to the flagellar membrane or directly to the internal scaffold. They are completely
replaced every ∼ 4 hr. This is also the estimated turnover time for the flagellar mem-
brane, which is continuously shed from the flagellar tip through ectosomes possibly
involved in cell-cell signalling [23].
The core structure within the flagellum is the axoneme, which is based on the
standard 9+2 configuration: 9 microtubule doublets surrounding a central pair. The
doublets, composed of microtubules A and B (13 and 11 protofilaments respectively)
stem directly from the basal body triplets mentioned earlier, through a characteristic
transition region (Fig. 2a) displaying a “stellate” structure (sections 5,6 in Fig. 2a)
typical of algae and sperm cells of land plants (e.g. ferns), but absent in protozoa
or animals. Along the flagellum proper, the doublets are linked by nexins, ∼ 40µm-
long polymers of a currently unknown protein. Notice that nexins are longer than
the shortest distance between adjacent doublets (∼ 30µm in straight axonemes). The
central pair of microtubules is not connected to the basal body. It nucleates within
the transition region just above the stellate structure, which is thought to prevent the
pair from sliding into the basal body itself. The two microtubules of the central pair
are held together by bridges, and host a variety of proteins likely involved in flagellar
metabolism, as well as kinesin motor proteins of unknown function. Along the portion
of the central pair within the flagellum proper (see Fig. 2a), projections emerge at
regular intervals based on (multiples of) a basic unit length of 16 nm. The projections
interact with the head processes of the radial spokes, 30 nm-long rod-like structures
attached to the A-tubules and extending towards the central pair. There is strong
evidence that this interaction is a key component in regulating the generation of
6133
In the axonemes of sea urchin sperm and other organisms, tektin has been 
proposed to play this role in axonemal assembly ( Norrander et al., 1996 ).
Tektin is a protein with a high probability of forming coiled coils, similar 
to the subunits of intermediate fi laments. However, in  Chlamydomonas , 
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FIGURE 6.1  The ultrastructure of axonemal dyneins. (A) Axonemal cross-section revealing the inner 
and outer dynein arms associated with the outer doublet microtubules. No outer arm dyneins are bound 
to doublet no. 1 (at bottom), and instead, this doublet is connected to the adjacent one by a distinct 
linker structure of unknown composition ( Hoops and Witman, 1983 ); it remains uncertain whether 
this doublet contains a full complement of inner arms. This micrograph was kindly provided by 
Dr. Ken-ichi Wakabayashi. Reprinted from  Sakato and King (2004) , with permission from Elsevier. 
(B) Enlarged view of dynein arms associated with one doublet microtubule. The inner arms are 
indicated by “IA.” The regions of the outer arm occupied by the α, β , and  γ HCs are also indicated; 
these were determined by analysis of mutants lacking either the entire α HC or the  β or γ HC motor 
domains ( Liu et al., 2008; Sakakibara et al., 1991, 1993 ). Reprinted from Sakato and King (2004) ,
with permission from Elsevier. (C) Quick-freeze deep-etch micrograph of two intact outer arm dynein 
particles adsorbed to a mica surface ( Goodenough and Heuser, 1984 ). Each dynein consists of a 
complex basal region and three globular heads, ! 14  nm in diameter, derived from the AAA ! domains. 
The 10-nm coiled-coil stalks terminating in the microtubule-binding domain protrude from the 
AAA! rings. This micrograph was kindly provided by Dr. John Heuser. (D) Diagram illustrating the 
arrangement of the four outer arms, the inner arms, DRC, and radial spokes within the 96-nm axonemal 
repeat. Reprinted from Sakato and King (2004) , with permission from Elsevier. 
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proteomic analyses using mass spectrometry (MS). For exam-
ple, comparative genomic approaches cannot readily identify
genes encoding flagellar proteins, such as kinesins and many
signal transduction proteins, that have close homologues in
plants, and examination of gene induction during flagellar re-
generation is likely to miss many pr t ins that function in both
the flagellum and cytoplasm. In contrast, such proteins can be
readily identifie  by a proteomics appr ach, which also can
uniquely pr vide an indication of the abundance of a protein
and its distribution i  the flagellum. A preliminary teomic
analysis of detergent-extr cted ciliary axonemes from cultured
huma  bronchial pithelial cells identified 214 prot ins (Os-
trowski et al., 2002); however, this study was compromised by
the presence f other cellular s ruc ur s n the axonemal prepa-
ration, and by limitations in the amount of m terial available
and/or sequence data obtain d, with the result that only 89 of
the proteins were identified by more than a single peptide.
Here, w  use MS to i entify the proteins in bioche ically frac-
tion ted 
 
C. rei hardtii
 
 flagella, which are vailable in large
amounts and in high purity.
 
Results
 
Identification of flagellar proteins
 
To identify the proteins that compose 
 
C. reinhardtii
 
 flagella,
these organelles were released from vegetative cells by di-
bucaine treatment, isolated from the cell bodies by low speed
centrifugation and sucrose step gradient fractionation, and
harvested by high-speed centrifugation. The membranes of
flagella isolated in this way generally remain intact and the ma-
trix remains in situ (Fig. 2 A). The purified flagella were then
fractionated into a Tergitol-insoluble fraction containing mem-
brane and axonemes (Fig. 2 B), or into a Nonidet-soluble frac-
tion containing membrane 
 
!
 
 matrix proteins, a fraction con-
taining proteins released from the Nonidet-demembranated
axonemes by KCl extraction, and a fraction containing the ax-
onemal proteins remaining after KCl extraction (Fig. 2 D).
Electron microscopy of isolated flagella and axonemal frac-
tions indicates that they are highly pure (Fig. 2).
Initial analysis was performed on the Tergitol-insoluble
fraction isolated from wild-type flagella. However, peptides
derived from the outer dynein arm were very abundant, and
concerns that these might prevent identification of peptides
from less abundant proteins prompted us to use flagellar frac-
tions isolated from an outer dynein arm mutant (oda1-1) for the
remaining work. The proteins in each of the four fractions were
separated by one-dimensional SDS-PAGE, each gel lane cut
into 33 to 45 slices (Fig. S1), the proteins in each slice digested
with trypsin, and the resulting peptides eluted, separated by
HPLC, and analyzed by MS–MS using electrospray ionization
and an LCQ ion trap mass spectrometer. The search engine
Mascot was used to find the best matches to the MS–MS
spectra in the translated 
 
C. reinhardtii
 
 genome, and the peptides
also were searched against a database containing all predicted
 
C. reinhardtii
 
 proteins to identify the origins of those that
Figure 1. Flagellar structures. Diagram (A) and electron micrograph (B)
of a cross section of a motile flagellum (from C. reinhardtii). (C) Central
pair of microtubules; (I) inner dynein arm; (IFT) IFT particle; (M) flagellar
membrane; (O) outer dynein arm; (R) radial spoke.
Figure 2. Flow chart for isolation of flagellar fractions used for MS
analyses. (A) Electron micrograph of cross sections of isolated flagella. Most
of the flagella have an intact membrane; in these flagella, the matrix is
dense and obscures the axonemal microtubules. In a few of the flagella, the
membrane has ruptured, releasing the matrix into solution and revealing the
microtubules. No other cell organelles are apparent in the flagellar prepara-
tion. In the initial analysis (left pathway), isolated flagella from wild-type cells
were treated with the detergent Tergitol, which disrupts the flagellar mem-
branes without dissolving them, and releases the flagellar matrix. The
Tergitol-insoluble fraction (B) was then collected by centrifugation and ana-
lyzed by MS as described in the Materials and methods. For subsequent
an lyses (right pathway), flagella were isolated from the outer armless mu-
tant oda1 and treated with the detergent Nonidet, which dissolves the mem-
brane and releases the matrix; the preparation was then centrifuged to yield
a supernatant containing the “membrane ! matrix” fraction and a pellet con-
taining the demembranated axonemes (C). The axonemes were resuspended
in 0.6 M KCl and the mixture was centrifuged to yield a supernatant contain-
ing the “KCl extract” and a pellet containing the “extracted axonemes” (D).
The KCl extraction releases numerous axonemal proteins, including those of
the inner dynein arms and the C2 central microtubule, which are missing in
the extracted axonemes. The “membrane ! matrix,” “KCl extract,” and “ex-
tracted axonemes” were then analyzed by MS. Bar, 0.2 "m. (B) Micrograph
courtesy of M. Wirschell (Emory University, Atlanta, GA).
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centrifugation and sucro e step gradient fractionation, and
harvested by high-speed c ntrifugation. The membranes of
flagella isol ted in this way generally remain intact and the ma-
trix remains in situ (Fig. 2 A). The purified flagella were th n
fractionated into a Tergitol-ins luble fraction ontaini g mem-
brane and axonemes (Fig. 2 B), or int  a N nidet-soluble frac-
tion containi g membrane 
 
!
 
 matrix proteins, a fraction con-
taining proteins released from the Nonidet-demembranated
axonemes by KCl extraction, and a fraction ontaini g the ax-
onemal proteins remaining after KCl extraction (Fig. 2 D).
Electron microscopy of isolated flagella and axonemal frac-
tions indicates that they are highly pure (Fig. 2).
Initial analysis was performed on the Tergitol-ins luble
fraction is lated from wild-type flagella. However, peptides
derived from the out r dynein arm were v ry abundant, and
concerns that these might prevent identification of peptides
from less abundant proteins prom ted us to e flag llar frac-
tions is lated from an outer dynein arm mutant (oda1-1) for the
remaining work. The prot ins in each of the four fractions were
separated by one-dim nsional SDS-PAGE, each gel lan  cut
into 33 t  45 slices (Fig. S1), the prot ins in each sli e digested
with trypsin, and the resulting peptides eluted, separated by
HPLC, and analyzed by MS–MS using electrospray ionization
and an LCQ ion trap m ss spectrometer. The search engin
Mascot was used to find the best matches to the MS– S
spectra in the translated 
 
C. reinhardtii
 
 genom , and the peptides
also were search d against  database containi g all predicted
 
C. reinhardtii
 
 proteins to identify the origins of th se that
Figure 1. Flagellar structures. Diagram (A) and electron micrograph (B)
of a cross section of a motile flagellum (fro  C. reinha dtii). (C) Central
pair of microtubules; (I) inner dy in arm; (IFT) IFT particle; (M) flagellar
membrane; (O) outer dyn in arm; (R) radial spoke.
Figure 2. Flow chart for isolation of flagellar fractions used for MS
analyses. (A) Electron micrograph of cross section  of isolated flag lla. Most
of the flagella have an intact membrane; in these flagella, th  matrix is
dense and obscures the axon mal microtubules. In a few of the flagella, th
membrane has ruptured, rel asing the ma rix into soluti n and revealing the
microtubules. No other cell o ganelles ar  apparent in the flagellar pr para-
tion. In the initial a alysis (left pathway), isolated flag lla from wild-type cells
were treat d with the detergent Tergitol, which disrupts the flagellar m m-
branes without dissolving them, and releases the flag llar matrix. The
Tergitol-insoluble fraction (B) was then coll cted by centrifugation and ana-
lyzed by MS as described in the Materials and methods. F r ubsequent
analyses (right pathway), flagella were isolated from the outer armless u-
tant od 1 and tre ted with the detergent Nonidet, which dissolves the mem-
brane and releases the matrix; the preparation was then centrifuged to yield
a supernatant containing the “membrane ! matrix” fraction nd a pellet con-
taining the demembranated axonemes (C). The axon mes wer  resuspended
in 0.6 M KCl and the mixture was centrifuged to yield a supernatant contain-
ing the “KCl extract” and a pellet containing the “extract d axonemes” (D).
The KCl xtraction releases num rous ax nemal proteins, including those of
the inner dy in arms and the C2 c ntral mic otubule, which are missing in
the extract d axonemes. The “membrane ! matrix,” “KCl extract,” and “ex-
tracted axonemes” were then analyzed b  MS. Bar, 0.2 "m. (B) Micrograph
courtesy of M. Wirschell (Emory University, Atlanta, GA).
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Fig. 3. Chlamydomonas flagellar schematics 2. a) Schematics and electron micrograph of
axonemal cross section. O: outer dynein arms; I: inner dynein arms; C: central pair; R:
radial spokes; M : flagellar membrane; IFT : IFT trains. Notice the microtubule doublet (#
1, doublet at the bottom of the schematic) without the outer dynein arm. b) Closeup of the
basic 96 nm repeat unit n the out r d ublets. RS: radial spok s (S1 and S2). (a) from [21];
b) from [11])
bending moments within the axoneme (see below). The central pair is spontaneously
twisted, a characteristic not shared by animals, making a left-handed helix with ∼
2 full turns alo g its lengt , and rot tes d ing flagellar motion a parently bein
rive by bend propag tion along the axo eme [24]. All axonem l microtubules are
identically oriented with their plus-end towards the distal portion of the flagellum.
While the central pair terminates precisely at the flagellar tip, the outer microtubules
end ∼ 0.5µm earlier, first with the B and then the A tubules (sections 1,2 in Fig. 2a).
The central pair and the A-microtubules terminate with different capping structures,
all of which include plugs entering irectly into t e microtubule’s lumen. The caps’
function(s) is still unclear. Altogether, hese passiv components make for a rather
stiff axoneme, with an estimat d bending rigidity κ ' 4 × 10−22 N m2 [25], which
translates to a persistence length κ/kBT ∼ 105 µm (∼ 104× flagellar leng h). The
bending moments leading to flagellar motion are generated by axonemal dyneins,
which localise on the A-microtubules and extend towards the B-microtubule of the
nearest doublet (Fig. 3a). They are organised in two rows, the outer and inner dynein
arms (“oda” an “ida”), de endi g on their sition along the radius of the xoneme.
Oda’s and ida’s are structurally diff rent dyneins. They are organised following the
basic axonemal 96 nm repeat unit (Fig. 3 ). This c mprises 4 oda’s, 24 nm apa t,
in the outer section; while in the inner section we have: a variety of ida’s not y
completely characterised; two radial spokes; one dynein regulatory complex (DRC)
which localises at the base radial spoke 2, plus several other regulatory proteins
(mainly protein kinases and phosphatases). Linker proteins provide a direct physical
connection between eighbo ring oda’s, between oda’s nd ida’s, and between oda’s
and the DRC. One of the outer doublets acks oda’s: this is doublet 1 (Fig. 3a). The
7other doublets are numbered following the direction in which the dyneins extend. CR
flagella are oriented with their doublets #1 facing each other, and beat almost exactly
along a plane determined by doublets 1, 5, and 6.
The process leading to microtubule bending is reasonably well understood [26]:
dyneins bridge between neighbouring doublets and use ATP hydrolysis to generate an
inter-doublet sliding force which is converted to bending by the presence of geometric
constraints to relative sliding of doublets (nexin links and basal body are the main
suspects here). However, we currently do not have a clear understanding of either the
basic mechanism leading to active oscillations (i.e. how does the system alternates the
bending direction) or how such basic oscillation is then refined to give the observed
waveforms. A solid body of experimental evidence shows that in Chlamydomonas the
latter is achieved through active regulation of dynein activity by at least DRC and
ida I1, which in turn are regulated by phosphorylation/dephosphorylation under the
control of radial spokes/central pair. This active regulation adds a level of complexity
which will be challenging to model, especially given that only indirect experimen-
tal data are available. In this context, high quality experimental characterisation of
flagellar dynamics in CR will certainly be very useful. Experimental investigations
based on analysis of flagellar dynamics in CR date back at least to the mid 80’s [27],
and have been recently refined by (semi)automated methods [28,29,30,31]. They have
provided tests for microhydrodynamics of cell locomotion (slender body vs. resistive
force theory), achieved direct measurements of bend propagation along the axoneme,
and characterised differences between wild type, ida and oda mutants. Comparing wt
and mutants’ flagellar dynamics and swimming behaviour [32] revealed that ida’s and
oda’s contribute differently to flagellar beating. Roughly, oda’s are the workhorses of
the flagellum, providing most of the internal power, while ida’s are mostly responsible
for the establishment of the correct waveform. As a consequence, oda mutants mostly
have an altered waveform but close to normal beating frequency (∼ 50 Hz), while
ida mutants have close to normal waveform but altered beating frequency (∼ 20 Hz).
Clearly the separation is not completely clear cut. Still, despite these studies, the ba-
sic mechanism leading to flagellar oscillations eludes us. Currently, three alternative
hypotheses have been put forward [26,33]: geometric clutch (GC), curvature control,
and sliding control. These differ in the way dynein activity is periodically inhibited
on opposite sides of the axoneme, a necessary condition for the emergence of oscilla-
tions. Ultrastructural analysis of quickly-frozen beating flagella in CR [34] shows that
when axonemes bend their cross section along the bending plane expands by ∼ 25%.
This observation would support the geometric clutch idea of oscillations caused by
dyneins detachment induced by diverging transversal stresses within the axoneme.
More recently the analysis of the most unstable beating modes in the three models
also supported GC as a plausible basic mechanism for flagellar oscillation [33]. How-
ever, despite some evidence in support for GC, no definitive consensus has emerged
yet.
3 Flagellar dynamics not related to beating
Looking under the microscope at a drop of Chlamydomonas culture deposited on a
coverslip, it is common to see at the bottom surface many cells with their flagella
spread wide apart and not beating. What is perhaps a bit more unexpected is that
these cells, whose flagella adhere to the coverslip, move: this movement is called
gliding. During gliding the cells slide at ∼ 1.5µm/s [35] with the leading flagellum
in front determining the direction of motion, and the other one trailing behind. The
movement typically stops after a few seconds and when it resumes both flagella have
the same probability to be the new leader. What drives gliding?
8This is compatible with a simple elastohydrodynamic
estimate and provides the strongest evidence yet for a
mechanical origin of flagellar synchronization.
CR strain CC124 [12] was grown axenically in tris-
acetate-phosphate medium [11] in a growth chamber
(Binder, Germany) set to 24 !C and a cycle of 16 h light
at 100 !Em"2 s"1 (Fluora, OSRAM) and 8 h dark. Cells
from batch cultures in midlog phase (# 106 cells=ml) were
harvested during the light period, and a small aliquot was
inserted in a 22$ 22$ 3 mm observation chamber filled
with fresh tris-acetate-phosphate medium at room tem-
perature (# 22 !C). The chamber was held on a custom
stage of a Nikon TE2000-U inverted microscope with a
Zeiss 63$W Plan-Apo water immersion objective (with a
numerical aperture of 1.0) fitted with an adapter collar. The
objective’s working distance of 2.1 mm allowed imaging
cells* 1 mm from any surface, eliminating wall effects on
the motion. Freely swimming cells were captured by ap-
plying gentle suction from a manual microinjector (Sutter
Instrument Co., USA) to a micropipette with a 2–4 !m
diameter tip, hosted on a pipette holder (World Precision
Instruments, USA) held by a motorized micromanipulator
(Patchstar, Scientifica, USA). A custom stage mounted on
the holder allowed rotation around the pipette’s axis and
was used to assess the angle between that axis and the
anteroposterior axis of the cell. Cells aligned to & 10!
were rotated to bring the flagellar plane into the focal plane
of the microscope objective. By shearing the flagella with a
second micropipette (Fig. 1), we induced deflagellation, a
process actively regulated by the cell; axonemal severing
occurs at a precise position just distal to the transition zone
inside the flagellar collar, a specialized region of the cell
wall [11]. Controlled excision allows the plasma mem-
brane to seal around the axonemal stub, preserving cellular
integrity, and is likely a trait already present in the ciliated
ancestral eukaryote [11]. Flagella fully regrow over #2 h
[13] and are fully motile after #15 min. For each cell we
recorded movies * 2 min long immediately before and
then at 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, and 90 min after deflagella-
tion (Fig. 2), using a high-speed video camera (Fastcam
SA3, Photron, USA) at 500 fps under bright-field illumi-
nation. A long-pass interference filter with a 10 nm tran-
sition ramp centered at 620 nm (Knight Optical, United
Kingdom) prevented any phototactic responses [14].
Movies were processed and analyzed with custom
MATLAB routines. After each set of movies, we identified
under white light the cis flagellum as the closest to and
trans the furthest from the eyespot, a primitive light-
sensitive organelle.
Regrowth dynamics of the length ‘ averaged over 19
experiments [Fig. 2(a)] can be compared to the balance-
point model of flagellar elongation, which predicts the
relation ‘=‘0 þ lnð1" ‘=‘0Þ ¼ "t=" [15]. The fit to the
data shown in blue yields parameters (‘0¼14:05!m and
"¼100:9 min) and an overestimate of the early-time data
that are both similar to findings in earlier studies [13,15].
Interestingly, the length reached after 90 min (11:48)
0:27 !m) is significantly longer than that before deflagel-
lation (10:82) 0:19 !m). This difference is too large to
arise from projection errors caused by the deflagellation
protocol. We are unaware of any previous reports of a
similar phenomenon under any deflagellation technique
employed. This observation supports the idea that flagellar
length control is more complex than suggested by the
FIG. 2 (color online). Flagellar regrowth and the emergence of synchrony. (a) Regrowth dynamics of flagella after autotomy, and
image processed movie frames at the indicated times after deflagellation. The scale bar is 10 !m. The blue line indicates a fit to the
balance-point model of regrowth. (b) Phase difference ! as a function of time for a single cell during short experiments at various
times (in minutes) after deflagellation, as indicated. Plateaus in !, corresponding to periods of synchronous beating, become
progressively longer as flagella regrow.
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Fig. 4. Flagellar elongation dynamics. Solid red circles: time volutio of flagellar length `
after mechanical deflagellation by pipette aspiration. Solid blue line: fit to th balance point
model. The images of one of the recorded cells at diff rent stag s of regrowth have b en
processed to enhance contrast. Scale bar 10µm. (From [53])
The mechanism leading to this very peculiar kind of movement, which might have
evolved before the actual axonemal beating [35], has only recently been demonstrated
[35,36] and -surprisingly- it is related to a seemingly completely disconnected phe-
nomenon: the growth and maintenance of eukaryotic flagella. We mentioned before
that basal bodies, which connect flagella to the cell body, double up as centrioles dur-
ing cell division. They cannot, however, perform both tasks simultaneously. In order
to take part in cell division, basal bodies need to lose their flagella. This happens
by an active resorption process, whereby the two flagella shrink simultaneously at a
constant speed of ∼ 0.1µm/min, requiring a little over 2 hr to resorb fully grown
flagella. Daughter cells then regrow their flagella before hatching, following a nonlin-
ear growth dynamics (see below) that is completed over the course of ∼ 3 hr. This
dynamics can be studied very easily in Chlamydomonas. Pioneered in the late 60’s
by D. L. Ringo and J. L. Rosenbaum [37], studies of flagellar regeneration have relied
on the fact that CR generally responds to a variety of harsh stimuli (including shear
stress and pH shock) by shedding its flagella. This process, commonly known as flag-
ellar autotomy or abscission, is induced by a Ca2+ influx at the flagellar base [38].
Calcium activates the microtubule severing protein katanin which cuts the axoneme
at the “site of flagellar autotomy”, a specific location within the transition zone. The
evolutionary advantage conferred by the ability to actively cut the axoneme is not yet
clear, but it certainly represent a big advantage for the experimental investigation of
the dynamics of flagellar growth (as well as for proteomics of flagella). Fig. 4 shows
the typical regrowth dynamics. This has been studied mainly in paralysed flagella
(pf) mutants, but wild type strains follow the same behaviour. During elongation the
growth rate decreases monotonically, over the course of 2− 3 hr, from an initial value
of ∼ 0.4µm/min to zero. Solid experimental evidence supports the idea that the
growth rate depends on flagellar length, and not on time elapsed after the deflagel-
lation. During deflagellation by mechanical shearing, a small percentage of cells loses
only one flagellum (“0-long” cells). In this case the remaining one shrinks rapidly, up
to ∼ 0.4µm/min, while the other regrows. Once they reach the same size, the flag-
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y. (A) (Left) Kymograph of a gliding IFT20-GFP cell. A single retrograde IFT train transiently pauses (red 
e left. (B) (Left) Kymograph of an IFT27-GFP cell, pseudo-colored to showthe corresponding velocity of
ause (green color) prior to gliding motility. The cell glides until it reaches the paused IFT trains. (Right) A
jectories of the paused IFT trains (red curves) in the gliding cell shown on the left. (C) Gliding of unif ag
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Outer doublet MT
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Fig. 5. a) schematics of IFT trains’ structure and motility. Anterograde IFT trains com-
posed of stacks of A and B complexes are ferried towards the distal tip by kinesin-2 molecular
motors. The IFT trains carry with them dynein 1-b motors which are responsible for ret-
rograde motion towards the cell body. (Adapted from [11]) b) Model for cellular gliding on
a glass surface. The yellow transmembrane objects represent the protein FMG-1B. (From
[35])
ella elongate symmetrically until the full length is recovered. This strategy is likely
to have a direct impact on the swimming ability of these biflagellate cells, possibly
minimising the time required to recover straight swimming, but this connection has
not been studied. How do flagella grow? Why in the 0-long cells one flagellum shrinks
while the other grows? Is there an active sensor of flagellar length?
The mechanism leading to flagellar growth has been shrouded in mystery until a
serendipitous observation by K. G. Kozminski revealed a novel transport mechanism
within the flagellum, aptly called the Intraflagellar Transport (IFT) [39] (for an inter-
esting historical account of the discovery see [40]). IFT is highly conserved, and over
the years it has proven to be, with few exceptions, the universal mechanism employed
by eukaryotes to grow and maintain their flagella/cilia [41,42]. As shown in Fig. 5a,
it is composed of modular trains 0.05 − 1µm long and ∼ 50 nm wide [43], walking
incessantly along the outer microtubule doublets within the axoneme, just below the
flagellar membrane. In fact, IFT trains were originally observed precisely because they
make the flagellar membrane bulge out slightly. In wild type strains, IFT trains walk
nearly always on the B tubule, rather than the A tubule where ida’s and oda’s are.
Motion is both anterograde (towards the flagellar tip) with a typical speed ∼ 2µm/s,
and retrograde (towards the flagellar base) at a slightly higher speed ∼ 3µm/s. The
basic unit of the IFT trains is composed by one kinesin-2 and one cytoplasmic dynein-
1b molecular motors, responsible for anterograde and retrograde motion respectively,
which connect to the so called “IFT complex”, composed of two parts, called A and
B (themselves composed of several subunits [11]. Not to be confused with A and B
microtubules in microtubule doublets). Within the transition zone, which acts as a
diffusion barrier for cytoplasmic proteins of size larger than ∼ 40 kD [44] (but see also
[45]), axonemal proteins synthesised in the cytoplasm dock on specific sites on the IFT
complexes within each train [46], and are then ferried all the way up to the flagellar
tip. Some of these proteins, like dynein arms and radial spokes, already preassemble
into complexes within the cytoplasm and only then are loaded onto IFT [47]. At the
tip the trains are remodelled, apparently breaking up into smaller units which then
travel back to the base of the flagellum. The remodelling is associated with the release
of the new axonemal proteins and the docking of “turnover products”, old proteins
that disassemble from the tips and are brought back to the cell body for recycling. IFT
motility and protein shuttling do not stop when the flagellum reaches its full length:
the axoneme converges to a dynamic equilibrium which needs to be maintained by a
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constant protein exchange between the flagellar tip and the cell body. In fact, if IFT
is shut down, e.g. using temperature-sensitive mutants like fla10, full-length flagella
will spontaneously disassemble at a constant rate of ∼ 0.02µm/min [48], smaller than
the case of “active” shrinking. Even the set of proteins constituting the main part of
the axoneme are exchanged with new ones, at a rate of ∼ 20% every 6 hr. We now
have direct experimental evidence that this happens by axonemal precursor proteins
dissociating from IFT trains before reaching the tip, and then diffusing along the ax-
oneme [49]. The measured diffusivity (∼ 0.1µm2/s) is clearly significantly lower than
what would be expected for a similarly sized particle in bulk water (a 2 nm radius
sphere in bulk water at room temperature has a diffusivity ∼ 100µm2/s).
This dynamic equilibrium has inspired a simple but quite successful model of
flagellar growth: the balance point model [48]. Based on the discovery that the total
amount of IFT proteins within growing flagella is independent of their length [50], the
model assumes that the number of IFT trains within a flagellum is constant, say M . A
flagellum of length L will have a growth rate dL/dt = j+ − j−, given by the balance
of an assembly current, j+ and a dissociation current j−. The latter is considered
constant, as suggested by experiments. The former is given by j+ = pcargo pint λ/τ
where: pcargo is the loading probability of cytoplasmic precursor proteins onto IFT
trains; pint is the assembly probability of released precursor proteins at the tip; λ is
a constant representing the length increase per new incorporated cargo; τ = 2L/Mv
is the time between successive IFT train arrivals; and v is the (harmonic) mean of
anterograde and retrograde IFT velocities. Since j+ decreases monotonically with L
while j− is fixed, the dynamics will have a single stable fixed point for L = L∗ =
Mvλpcargo pint/2 j−. Coupling pcargo to the size of the cytoplasmic pool of precursor
proteins, this model can successfully explain -at least qualitatively- flagellar growth
dynamics in 0-long cells, dykarion rescue experiments, and mutants with variable
flagella number (vfl) [48]. The balance point model has subsequently been revised [51]
following new experimental results which suggest that, although the total amount of
IFT protein is independent of flagellar length, the number of IFT trains increases with
L. This was interpreted as a remodulation of the average size of the IFT trains, but
no explicit mathematical model has been put forward. However, recent experiments
have questioned the validity of the balance point model altogether, proposing instead
a process based on differential cargo-loading of IFT trains, possibly under direct
control of a length sensor [49]. Flagellar length is in fact well known to be also under
genetic control [52], through the expression of several kinds of non-IFT proteins,
mainly kinases and phosphatases, some of which localise in specific regions within the
cytoplasm but whose modus operandi is at the moment completely unknown.
So how does IFT relate to gliding? It turns out that IFT trains are also coupled
to proteins on the flagellar membrane, a connection which implies a major role for
IFT in flagella-mediated processes like mating [11]. In particular, they associate with
the FMG-1B membrane glycoprotein mentioned above (see Fig. 5b; this connection
is usually transient, through some unknown linker protein which is Ca2+ sensitive
[36]). As the flagella adhere to the surface, the sugar moieties of FMG-1B can stick
to glass preventing IFT trains from moving along the microtubules. These will then
pull the axoneme in the direction opposite to their previous motion, similarly to
what happens with focal adhesion points and acto-myosin cell motility in mammals.
Only IFT dyneins seem to be involved in this process, so the force will pull the cell
towards the distal tip (plus end) of the leading flagellum. Direct force measurement
with optical tweezers holding colloids bound to FMG-1B, measured forces of 20 −
30 pN, suggesting that these adhesion points are clusters of ∼ 4 motors. Gliding will
then cease whenever the dyneins manage to detach from their constraint either by
disassociating from FMG-1B or because they simply reach the base of the flagellum,
where the IFT trains are recycled.
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4 Flagellar motility: Synchronisation and Swimming
Despite the importance of IFT, the most immediately striking type of dynamics dis-
played by flagella is certainly their incessant beating. Chlamydomonas flagella follow
mostly a so-called “ciliary” type of beating, with bending waves which propagate along
the axonemes [29,30] and cause the continuous alternation of well defined power and
recovery strokes. A characteristic feature of this dynamics is the pronounced syn-
chrony of the two flagella, which usually phase lock for seconds on end, although the
exact average duration depends strongly on flagellar length [53]. This is most often
“in-phase” locking, but the phototaxis mutant ptx1 was recently shown to display also
extended periods of anti-phase synchronisation, which are however associated with a
slightly different waveform [54]. It is not known whether there is a causal connection
between the type of phase-locking and flagellar waveform.
What causes phase locking? In the last few years, this problem has stimulated quite
a lot of work, both experimental and theoretical. Experimental investigations have
been based mainly on long-time high-speed recordings of flagellar motion in pipette-
held cells [53,54,55]. Following the lead of pioneering studies by U. Ru¨ffer and W.
Nultsch in the mid 80’s [27], these studies have revealed that normal phase synchrony
is noisy, and that noise can occasionally lead to phase slips: brief lapses of synchrony
lasting a few beats (. 100 ms) whereby one flagellum accumulates one or more full ex-
tra cycles with respect to the other. Either flagellum can slip ahead, although the prob-
ability is usually biased to a cell-dependent-degree towards a specific flagellum. These
observations can be recapitulated very well using a simple effective model, where the
flagellar phase difference ∆(t) evolves according to ∆˙(t) = δν − 2pi sin(2pi∆) + ξ(t).
Here δν is the intrinsic frequency difference between the flagella (responsible for the
slip bias),  is their effective coupling, and ξ is an effective noise term responsible for
the slips. For |δν| < 2pi the system has two fixed points, one stable and one unsta-
ble, the stable one representing the observed state of phase locking. This stochastic
Adler equation can actually be derived as the first order description of the generic
dynamics of weakly coupled self sustained phase oscillators [56], so in a sense it is
not completely surprising to find it here. However, different coupling mechanisms will
produce ’s of different magnitude and which depend differently on parameters of
the system, and so experiments that change  can in principle be used to determine
what is the origin of the observed coupling. Two main models have been proposed: 1)
the coupling comes from the interplay between direct hydrodynamic interaction and
elasticity intrinsic in the waveform [25]; 2) the coupling results from modulations of
flagellar driving force within a beating cycle [57]. Although the relative strength of
coupling from these two effects can be tuned within colloidal systems of rotors [58],
experimental tests with somatic cells of the multicellular species Volvox carteri [59], a
relative of CR, support clearly an elasto-hydrodynamic origin for the synchronisation
observed between flagella mounted on different cells. Until recently, this seemed to
be the case also for the two flagella of a single Chlamydomonas cell [53], but new
experiments point instead to a fundamental role played by the distal striated fibres
connecting the basal bodies directly [19,20], opening an interesting chapter in our
understanding of the roles played by mechanical forces within the cell. An alternative
model based on cell-body rocking has been proposed by B. Friedrich and coworkers
[60], and we refer the reader to his chapter for more informations. Still, the observa-
tion of prolonged alternate periods of both in-phase and anti-phase synchronisation in
ptx1 poses new challenges to our understanding of flagellar synchronisation, currently
not solved [61]. The key to understanding the problem will come perhaps from exper-
iments specifically characterising flagellar beating noise [31]. Besides normal flagellar
movement, Chlamydomonas can also display a characteristic “shock” response, where
the flagella undulate in front of the cell in a “flagellar” type motion (snake-like). This
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shock lasts ∼ 500 ms, and is triggered by a massive Ca2+ influx within the flagellum
[62] in response to intense stimuli. Interestingly, during shock dynamics flagella hop
between periods of in-phase and anti-phase synchronisation, but this aspect has not
been studied in detail yet.
Hydrodynamic models of flagellar waveforms suggest a reason for evolving a sepa-
rate shock response: this seems to be optimised for fast escape, while normal beating
is optimised for feeding [63]. However, during shock response the cell does slow down
noticeably (20µm/s vs. 100µm/s), so the connection with a more efficient escape
is not immediately clear. During normal flagellar dynamics, Chlamydomonas swims
along a tight left-handed helix, caused by small chiral tilts in the waveforms of its
flagella. The spinning frequency is ∼ 2 Hz, with a resulting pitch of ∼ 50µm. For a
detailed mathematical description of helical swimming see [64]. As the cell moves on a
helix, its eyespot continuously scans the environment. Swimming within a light field,
then, produces a temporally modulated signal whenever the cell is swimming at an
angle different from 0 or pi with respect to the direction of light propagation. This is
the basic signal used for phototactic steering of the helical trajectory [11]. However,
even without external stimuli the helix is clearly not perfectly straight! Active flag-
ellar noise (e.g. phase slips, but the actual origin has not been explicitly investigated
experimentally) causes a small amount of angular diffusion Drot, which has been mea-
sured explicitly for the close species C. nivalis to be Drot ' 2 rad2/s [65]. By itself,
this would cause a spatial diffusivity D ' 0.25× 10−4 cm2/s [66]. This is significantly
smaller than the value D ' 7 × 10−4 cm2/s which has been measured directly on a
population of C. reinhardtii [67]. The discrepancy is due to the fact that the effective
angular diffusion is not the main mechanism leading to CR spatial diffusion. Instead,
diffusion is dominated by sharp reorientations which happen randomly following a
Poissonian dynamics with characteristic time ∼ 10 s. These sharp turns are due to
∼ 2 s intervals during which CR flagella loose synchrony and beat at a constant but
∼ 30%-different frequency. This is probably due to a substantial increase of their
intrinsic frequency difference [67] rather than a weakening of interflagellar coupling,
possibly caused by changes in cytosolic Ca2+ concentration. Although the origin of
this phenomenon is not well understood, it provides a direct evidence that the cell is
capable of actively modulating the synchronisation state of its flagella.
5 Interaction with boundaries
How do microorganisms interact with the physical surfaces that surround them? Can
we conceptualise these interactions as essentially hydrodynamic, or essentially steric,
or do we need a combination of both? Is this the same for all types of microorgan-
isms? Can we use this knowledge e.g. to design surfaces that will be difficult for
microorganisms to colonise?
Starting with the seminal 1963 observations by Rotschild [78], who reported on the
accumulation of sperm cells on the sides of a channel, it is now a well established fact
that pusher-type microswimmers (bacteria, sperm and other swimmers with rear-
mounted flagella) accumulate on flat solid boundaries. Both purely steric [79] and
purely hydrodynamic [80,81] explanations are in good agreement with experimental
data. Recent experiments, however, have finally demonstrated that wall accumulation
of bacteria is essentially a hydrodynamic phenomenon [82] (but see also [83]). Looking
at swimming of Escherichia coli in presence of cylindrical obstacles similar to those
we will discuss below, O. Sipos and collaborators [82] demonstrated for the first time
that, as predicted by hydrodynamic interactions, convex surfaces of a sufficiently small
curvature trap bacteria by locking their swimming at an inward angle towards the
surface. Neither of these phenomena could be explained by purely steric interactions.
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a) b)
c)
Fig. 6. Dynamics of CR scattering off a planar wall. The incoming and outgoing scattering
angles, (θin, θout), are calculated from the plane. a) Conditional probability p(θout|θin) for
different CR mutant strains in the flat wall experiment of [84]. b) Distributions of θout for
all θin. c) Schematic illustration of the flagella-induced scattering mechanism. The mbo1
(“moving-back-only”) mutant is trapped at the boundary for long times.
Swimmer-wall interaction for microorganisms with front-mounted flagella like
Chlamydomonas (puller-type) is distinctly less understood. Analysing the scatter-
ing of different CR strains off a flat surface within a thin microfluidic channel, V.
Kantsler et al. [84] observed for the first time that their escape angle from the wall is
constant and essentially independent of the angle at which they approach the surface
(Fig. 6a,b). Its value can be predicted with reasonable accuracy simply as the angle
between the cell’s longitudinal axis and the line joining the back of the cell body
with the tip of the flagellum at its maximal extension (Fig. 6c). This is the hallmark
of a fundamentally steric interaction, dominated by direct flagellar contact with the
surface. Recent experiments, however, show that this simple picture is not complete
[85]. Looking at CR scattering off cylindrical pillars within a microfluidic device, and
monitoring the dependence of the outgoing angle θout on the incoming angle θin,
here measured from the local surface normal (Fig. 7a), the authors observed two dis-
tinct types of interaction: a hydrodynamic regime for large θin, and a contact one
for small θin (Fig. 7b). Within the hydrodynamic regime, θout = mθin + q (Fig. 7c),
with m ' 0.6. A value of m 6= 1 signals the presence of an interaction, which is also
revealed by a net deflection of the swimmer trajectory (Fig. 7c inset). At the same
time, the minimal distance of the swimmer from the surface dmin is always larger
than the CR’s flagellar length, ruling out direct contact with the pillar. Within this
regime, then, the microswimmer interacts with the obstacle only hydrodynamically.
Conversely, within the contact regime θout is independent of θin, a result identical to
the flat boundary case [84]. However, looking at the process more carefully reveals
that this type of scattering is complex, and includes a hydrodynamic contribution.
During a typical scattering within the contact regime, the cell hits the pillar surface
and is then reoriented along the local tangent direction with the flagellar plane parallel
to the surface. Lubrication forces then keep the cell swimming close to the pillar until
CR spinning rotates the flagellar plane by 90◦. This orientation maximises flagellar
push against the solid boundary, and the alga then leaves the obstacle through the
same mechanism observed for flat surfaces. The whole process is a mixture hydrody-
namic interactions, which would tend to trap the organism around sufficiently large
obstacles, and escape by direct flagellar contact. Being able to avid long term trapping
at surfaces might in fact represent an advantage for a soil dwelling microorganism
like Chlamydomonas.
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a) b) c)
Fig. 7. a) Schematic of the experimental setup used in [85] and definition of the scattering
angles (θin, θout). Notice that the scattering angles are defined differently from Fig. 7. b)
p(θout|θin) for wild type (CC125) and short flagella mutant (SHF1). The ranges of θin
corresponding to hydrodynamic and contact regimes are highlighted. c) 〈θout〉 (blue circles)
and 〈dmin− l〉 (green squares) as a function of θin. The inset shows the net angular deviation
β of the swimmer’s trajectory as a function of θin.
6 Conclusion
We have presented a brief introduction to biophysical studies of Chlamydomonas rein-
hardtii, one of the main model organisms in biology. Clearly, we have literally only
scratched the surface, and did not mention many phenomena which are at least as
interesting and important as those presented. At the single cell level, most notably
we did not talk about modulations of swimming by either active response to stim-
uli (phototaxis, chemotaxis) or passive (gravitaxis and gyrotaxis). These can in turn
induce interesting phenomena at the population level, like the emergence of biocon-
vective patterns. We do hope, however, to have stimulated the readers’ curiosity to
know more about this fascinating microscopic organism. It certainly has still a lot to
offer to the careful and interested researcher.
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